11-13 April, 2019
MEET LOCALLY. LEARN SOCIALLY.
WE Local is a Society of Women Engineers (SWE) program that was developed to bring the excitement and
energy of SWE’s annual conference – on a smaller scale – to our members’ backyards around the globe through
local conferences.

BREAK BOUNDARIES AT WE LOCAL INDIA, BENGALURU!
Join SWE for the fourth annual WE Local India conference in Bengaluru. WE Local
India will provide the opportunity for women in engineering to learn how they can
break boundaries in their careers and personal lives. WE Local India will give you the
tools you need to advance in your career and connect with like-minded professionals.
Learn more at welocal.swe.org/bengaluru

PROFESSIONAL WOMEN IN ENGINEERING,
ATTEND WE LOCAL TO:

Connect with
like-minded peers.
There will be more than
1,000+ women in engineering
and technology at WE Local
India. Swap strategies for
career growth and expand
your network.

Discover the
future of your career.
There will be 20+ organizations
exhibiting at the WE Local
career fair. Explore new areas
you can take your career
in engineering.

Get inspired by
influential women
in engineering.
Two Keynote Speakers will
share stories of life and
career to inspire you to
reach your fullest potential.

Expand your
professional growth.
Forty+ breakout sessions
will leave you with lessons,
strategies and solutions you
can take back to the office.

welocal.swe.org | welocal@swe.org | 877-793-4636

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Rachel Korn | Director of
Research, Center for WorkLife Law
Rachel is a Social Psychologist
with a background in quantitative
research methods and survey
design. Rachel and her team worked
with SWE to launch SWE’s latest
research study in India.
Sabina Nawaz
Nawaz Consulting, LLC
Sabina Nawaz is a global CEO
coach, leadership keynote speaker
and writer working in over
26 countries.

Smita Tharoor
Unconscious Bias Trainer
Smita Tharoor is a motivational
keynote speaker and thought
leader on Unconscious Bias and
how it influences all of us.

